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Abstract
We report on the measurement of W-boson pair-production with the L3 detector at LEP at a centre-of-mass energy of 
161.34 GeV. In a data sample corresponding to a total luminosity of 11 pb-1 , we select four-fermion events with high 
invariant masses of pairs of hadronic jets or leptons. Combining all final states, the measured total cross section for W-pair 
production is: sigmaww = 2.89+,(,j*l0 (stat.) ±  0.14 (syst.) pb. Within the Standard Model, this corresponds to a mass of the
W boson of: Mw = 8 0 .8 0 1 ^  (exp.) ±  0.03 (LEP) GeV. Limits on anomalous triple-vector-boson couplings are derived. 
©  1997 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
1. Introduction
In the first half of the 1996 data taking period, the 
e +e -  collider LEP at CERN was operated at a centre- 
of-mass energy, of 161.34 GeV. This centre-of- 
niass energy coincides with the kinematic threshold 
o f the process e+e~ —► W +W “ , thus allowing for the 
first time the pair-production of W ^ bosons in e+e” 
interactions. During this run the L3 detector collected 
a total integrated luminosity of 11 pb- 1 .
To lowest order, three Feynman diagrams contribute 
to W-pair production, the ^-channel y  and Z-boson 
exchange and the f-channel ve exchange [ 1 ], referred 
to as CC03 [2 -4 ] .  The W  boson decays into a quark- 
antiquark pair, for example W~~ —> üd or cs, or a 
lepton-antilepton pair, W "  —»■ l ~ v t y in the following 
denoted as qq and t v  for both W+ and W -  decays. 
In this article, we report on measurements of all four- 
fermion final states mediated by W-pair production:
(i) c+ù ~ ^ q q c v ( y ) ,
1 Supported by the German Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wis­
senschaft, Forschung und Technologie.
2 Supported by the Hungarian OTKA fund under contract number 
T 14459,
Supported also by the Comisión Interministerial de Ciencia y 
Technologia,
4 Also supported by CONICET and Universidad Nacional de La 
Plata, CC 67, 1900 La Plata, Argentina.
5 Also supported by Panjab University, Chandigarh-160014, India.
6 Supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China.
(ii) e+Q ~ -^q q jxv{y) ,
(iii) e+e_ —*qqTv(y),
(iv) e+e ~ — ' ( y) ,
(v) —>qqqq(y),
where (y )  indicates the possible presence o f  radiative 
photons.
Additional contributions to the production of these 
four-fermion final states arise from other neutral- 
current (N C) or charged-current (C C ) Feynman dia­
grams. For high invariant masses of pairs of fermions 
and for the visible fermions all within the acceptance 
of the detector, the additional contributions are small. 
At the current level of statistical accuracy they need 
to be taken into account only for e+e “  —> q q z v ( y )  
(CC20) and e+e "  M v ( y )  (C C 56+ N C 56) [2 -  
4 ]. The cross-section measurements for the five sig­
nal processes are combined to derive the total cross 
section for W-pair production.
At threshold, these cross sections depend strongly 
on the centre-of-mass energy and the mass o f the W 
boson, cr = <x(Mw, y / s ) . From the cross sections 
as predicted by the Standard Model for this centre- 
of-mass energy a value for Mw is derived. The s- 
channel contributions to the cross sections contain the 
triple-vector-boson vertices yW W  and ZWW. Using 
the independent measurement of the W-boson mass at 
pp colliders [5 ] ,  the total cross-section measurements 
allow us to set limits on anomalous triple-vector-boson 
couplings.
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2. The L3 detector
The L3 detector [ 6 ] consists o f a silicon micro­
strip detector [7 ] ,  a central tracking chamber, a high- 
resolution electromagnetic calorimeter composed of 
BGO crystals, a lead-scintillator ring calorimeter at 
low polar angles [ 8 ], a scintillation counter system, 
a uranium hadron calorimeter with proportional wire 
chamber readout, and an accurate muon chamber sys­
tem. A forward-backward muon detection system ex­
tends the polar angle coverage of the muon cham­
bers down to 24 degrees in the forward-backward re­
gion [9 ] .  These detectors are installed in a 12 m di­
ameter magnet which provides a solenoidal field of 
0.5 T and a toroidal field of 1.2 T. The luminosity is 
measured using BGO calorimeters [10] situated on 
each side of the detector.
The response of the L3 detector is modelled with 
the GEANT [11] detector simulation program which 
includes the effects of energy loss, multiple scattering 
and showering in the detector materials and in the 
beam pipe.
3. M easurement of four-fermion production
The analyses described below reconstruct the 
four-fermion final states. Charged leptons are ex­
plicitly identified using their characteristic signature. 
Hadronic jets are reconstructed by combining calori- 
metric energy depositions using the Durham jet algo­
rithm [ 12]. Calorimetric clusters are treated as mass- 
less and are combined adding their four-momenta. 
The momentum of the neutrino in g q iv  events is 
identified with the missing momentum vector.
Selection efficiencies and background contamina­
tions of all processes are determined by Monte Carlo 
simulations. The following Monte Carlo event gen­
erators are used to simulate the various signal and 
background reactions: KORALW [13] (e +e~ —> 
W W  EXCALIBUR [14] (e +e~ ->
PYTHIA [15] (e +e -  q q( y )  , Z Z ( y ) ,  
hadronic two-photon collisions); KORALZ [16] 
(e +e~ - > / * * > "  ( r )»  r +r ~ ( y ) ) ;  BHAGENE3 [17]
( e 1 e “' —» e+e “ ( y ) ) .
Systematic errors on the cross-section measure­
ments are conservative estimates and in all cases small 
compared to the statistical error. The measurement
■rTTi'' r 'r r'i-r i r r r i
/V  v \  
/ /  ✓ ' "•
v./! m\ \\ . //
Fig. 1. A  qqtv event selected in the data. Show n is the view  
in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. T h e  thick lines are 
the tracks reconstructed in the central tracking chamber. Energy 
depositions in the electrom agnetic and hadron calorim eter are 
shown as squares with size proprotional to the amount o f  energy 
deposited in the calorimeter cell. The large cluster to the right 
in the electrom agnetic calorimeter with a track pointing to it is 
identified as the electron. The two hadronic jets correspond to the 
qq system. T h e  kinematic quantities o f  this event are measured 
to be: £ e =  36 G e V , = 45 G e V , Mm =  90 G e V  and 
Mcv = 80 G eV .
of the total luminosity, £ ,  follows the procedure de­
scribed in [18,19]. The total error on the luminosity 
measurement is estimated to be 0 .6 % [19].
The results on cross sections and couplings are de­
termined in a combined fit as discussed in Section 4.
3>L e+e qqov(y)
Event selection
The event selection for the process e+ e~ —> 
q q z v ( y )  requires an identified electron, missing mo­
mentum due to the neutrino, and high multiplicity 
arising from the qq system. A q q tv  event selected in 
the data is shown in Fig. 1.
The electron is identified in the electromagnetic 
calorimeter as the highest energy deposition with elec­
tromagnetic shower shape. This calorimetric cluster 
must have a polar angle of | cos 0e| < 0.90 and an en~ 
ergy £ e larger than 25 GeV. In order to reject radia-
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tive photons, a track in the central tracking chamber 
must match the electron cluster within 10 mrad in az­
imuth. Electrons arising from decays of hadrons are 
rejected by requiring the electron to be isolated from 
the hadronic system. Isolation is imposed by asking 
that the electron energy is at least 70% of the total 
calorimetric energy deposited in a cone of half open­
ing angle 15 degrees around the electron direction.
The neutrino energy inferred from the missing 
momentum of the event, must be larger than 25 GeV. 
In order to reject radiative q q( y )  events where the 
photon escapes along the beam pipe, the polar angle of 
the missing momentum vector must point well inside 
the detector, | cos 0V\ < 0.90.
The hadronic system is characterised by a large par­
ticle multiplicity. Requiring at least 15 calorimetric 
clusters rejects all purely leptonic final states. After 
having removed the calorimetric energy depositions 
associated with the identified electron, the remaining 
calorimetric clusters are grouped into two jets. The 
masses of the two W bosons are calculated as the in­
variant masses of the electron-neutrino system, M  
and Lhe jet-jet system, M Cfi}. Both invariant masses are 
required to be larger than 50 GeV.
The distributions of the electron energy and of the 
invariant mass of the electron-neutrino system are 
shown in Fig. 2, comparing data to Monte Carlo.
e/'*
Cross section 
The above cuts select four events in the data. The se­
lection efficiencies and the background contributions 
are listed in Table 1. The signal efficiency is deter­
mined within the following cuts: Et , E v >  25 GeV; 
co s0 e|> |cos0„ | <  0.90; M tv ,M C(ii >  50 GeV. The 
accepted background cross section is dominated by
— * qqe*e~the processes e+e qq(y )  and e+e
when one of the leptons escapes detection.
Systematic errors in the electron identification are 
derived from a comparison of data versus Monte Carlo 
using e+e~ —> e+e ~ (y )  events as a control sample. 
Systematic errors on efficiencies and accepted back­
ground cross sections are derived by comparing dif­
ferent Monte Carlo event generators and Monte Carlo 
samples simulated with different W masses and detec­
tor energy scales. A total systematic error of 5% on 
the measured cross section of the reaction e+e -  
q q t v { y )  within the above cuts is assigned.
>
Cl)
CD
V)
c
CD>
111
o
I t a »
CD
JU
E
= 3z
CD
0
LO
CO
c
CD>
LLi
O
CD
X)
E
3
e+e -
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(a)
l-----1-----1-----'-----i—
•  Data
□  M.C. signal
E3M.C. background-
cut
V
0 J
2 0 30 40
E* [GeV]
50 60
5
4 -
3-
2 -
1 -
0 J
(b) •  Data 
□  M.C. signal 
0M.C. backgrounch
cut
30 1 2 0
Mev [GeV]
Fig. 2. Distributions of variables used for the selection » 
—► q q e v iy )  events, comparing the data to the signal an 
background Monte Carlo, The position of the selection cuts are ir 
dicated by vertical arrows. All selection cuts except in the variala 
plotted are applied, (a) The electron energy, Ec. (b )  The invai 
ant mass of the electron-neutrino system, Mcv. For this chann. 
the background is negligible.
J .2 . e+e -^qqjJLv(y)
Event selection
The event selection for the process e'f c ” 
q q / i v ( y )  requires an identified muon, missing mi 
mentum due to the neutrino, and high multiplicii 
arising from the qq system.
The muon is identified in the muon spectromeu
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Table I
Selection efficiencies, accepted background cross sections from 
non-W processes, and total systematic uncertainties for signal pro­
cesses e +e -  —► q q c v { y ) ,  e +e -  —► q q / i v ( y ) ,  e'He~  —» q q r v { y ) ,  
e+e~  —*■ M . v ( y ) .  For the qqzv  signal, the signal efficiency is 
derived from a CC20 Monte Carlo sample and is given within 
cuts, see Section 3.1. For the i v i v  signal, the signal efficiency is 
derived from a C C 56+N C 56 Monte Carlo sample and is given 
within cuts, see Section 3.4, The total systematic uncertainties are 
relative to the cross sections listed in Table 2. For the qqrv  signal, 
the systematic error is dominated by finite Monte Carlo statistics 
of the q q ( y )  background.
e"he ■qqev(y)
e +e
e+ e q q r v { y )
e+ e ÌvP.viy)
Selection Efficiencies [ % 1 qqcu{y) 76.3
q q r v ( y ) 1.4
Non-W Background [fb j 15.5
Total Systematic Uncertainty | %  ] ± 5
Selection Efficiencies } % | q q p v { y ) 66.0
q q r v ( y ) 2.1
Non-W Background [ fb ] 16.2
Total Systematic Uncertainty [%] ± 5
Selection Efficiencies [ %  j q q r v ( y ) 37.5
q q e v ( y ) 4.7
qqpviy) 4.8
q q q q i y ) 0.1
Non-W Background (fb j 157.
Total Systematic Uncertainty [ %  ] ±20
Selection Efficiency [ %  1 M . v ( y ) 39.8
Non-W Background [fb | 40.3
Total Systematic Uncertainty \ %\ dt5
as the highest momentum track pointing back to the 
interaction vertex. It must have a momentum larger 
than 20 GeV. Muons arising from decays of hadrons 
are rejected by requiring the muon to have an angular 
separation of at least 15 degrees to both hadronicjets 
reconstructed as described below. In order to reject 
qqjui*fi~ events, any additional muon reconstructed 
in the muon chambers must have a momentum of less 
than 20 GeV.
The neutrino direction is inferred from the missing 
momentum direction o f  the event. In order to reject ra­
diative q q( y )  events where the photon escapes along 
the beam pipe, the polar angle of the missing momen­
tum vector must point inside the detector, | cos#„| <  
0.95. Requiring at least 15 calorimetric clusters and at 
least five tracks in the central tracking chamber rejects 
all purely leptonic final states as well as cosmic-ray 
background.
The calorimetric clusters are grouped into two jets. 
The masses of the two W bosons are calculated as the
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Fig. 3. Distributions of variables used for the selection o f  
e +e -  qqfjLv(y) events, comparing the data to the signal and 
background Monte Carlo. The position of the selection cuts are 
indicated by vertical arrows. All selection cuts except in the vari­
able plotted are applied, (a) The angle of the muon to the nearest 
jet, a.  (b )  The invariant mass o f the muon-neutrino system,
invariant masses of the muon-neutrino system and the 
jet-jet system. The muon-neutrino invariant mass must 
be larger than 55 GeV, and the jet-jet invariant mass 
must be larger than 40 GeV and smaller than 120 GeV.
The distributions of the angle between the muon 
and the nearest jet and of the invariant mass of the 
muon-neutrino system are shown in Fig. 3.
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Cross section
The above cuts select four events in the data. The se­
lection efficiencies and the background contributions 
are listed in Table 1. The accepted background cross 
section is dominated by the processes e+e_ —* qq(y)  
and e f e~ —► qqfi'v ¡x~ when one of the leptons es­
capes detection.
Systematic errors are evaluated as described above. 
A  total systematic error of 5% on the measured cross 
section is assigned.
3 3 .  e+e - ^ q q r v ( y )
Event selection
The event selection for the process e+e"  —» 
q q r v ( y )  is based on the identification of a tau jet in 
a hadronic event, combined with missing energy. The 
tau jet is identified as a low-energy electron or muon, 
or a low-multiplicity narrow jet, isolated from the rest 
o f  the event.
Events are selected on the basis of the final-state 
particle multiplicity. Events must have more than 15 
calorimetric clusters, rejecting low-multiplicity lep~ 
tonic final states. High-multiplicity purely hadronic fi­
nal states are rejected by a cut in the two-dimensional 
plane spanned by the number of tracks reconstructed 
in the central tracking chamber and the number of 
calorimetric clusters.
Requirements on the missing energy and momen­
tum are imposed. Signal events contain at least two 
neutrinos, resulting in missing momentum and re­
duced visible energy. In order to reject qq{y)  and 
qqqq(y )  events the difference between the visible 
energy and the missing momentum must be less than 
120 GeV. Requiring the longitudinal energy imbal­
ance to be smaller than 30 GeV and the transverse 
energy imbalance to be larger than 5 GeV suppresses 
q q ( y )  events with hard initial-state radiation.
The tau lepton is identified by its decay products. 
Electrons and muons are identified according to the 
lepton identification described above. If the lepton en­
ergy is larger than 5 GeV and the sum of the lepton 
energy and the missing momentum less than 65 GeV, 
the identified electron or muon is considered as the 
tau jet.
If no electrons or muons are found, geometrical jets 
are reconstructed based on clustering inside a cone of 
15 degrees half-opening angle. At least three jets with
an energy larger than 10 GeV are required. Out of the 
three most energetic jets the two most back-to-back 
jets are associated with the qq system. The most en­
ergetic remaining jet is taken as the tau jet. The effi­
ciency of this tau jet identification for hadronic tau de­
cays is 83%. In order to reduce the background com­
ing from qqe.v(y) events with the electron not identi­
fied, events with the tau jet having more than 35 GeV 
of energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorime­
ter and less than 3 GeV in the hadron calorimeter are 
rejected. The background of qqfxv (y )  events with the 
muon not identified in the muon chambers is reduced 
by rejecting events where the tau je t is compatible with 
a minimum-ionising particle.
The tau jet must contain one, two or three tracks 
reconstructed in the central tracking chamber. After 
having removed the tracks and calorimetric energy de­
positions associated with the identified tau jet, the re­
maining tracks and calorimetric clusters are grouped 
into two hadronic jets using the Durham jet algorithm. 
The tau je t must be separated by at least 25 degrees 
from the two hadronic jets. For events with a trans­
verse energy imbalance less than 25 GeV and with 
c o s0 miss| >  0*55 for the polar angle of the missing 
momentum vector, the angular opening of the tau jet 
must be smaller than eight degrees. The invariant mass 
of the system of the two hadronic jets must be larger 
than 60 GeV and smaller than 100 GeV. The invari­
ant mass of the system of the tau jet and the missing
four-momentum must be larger than 55 GeV.
The distributions of the number of tracks recon­
structed in the central tracking chamber and associ­
ated with the tau jet and of the invariant mass of the 
two hadronic jets are shown in Fig. 4.
Cross section
The above cuts select three events in the data. The 
selection efficiencies and the background contribu­
tions are listed in Table 1. The accepted background 
cross section is dominated by the process e +e~
w(r)-
The dominant systematic error on the signal cross 
section arises from the uncertainty in the accepted 
qq(y )  background cross section which is dominated 
by finite Monte Carlo statistics and leads to a relative 
error of 19% on the signal cross section. Systematic 
errors in the tau-jet identification are derived from a
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comparison of data versus Monte Carlo using e+e 
r +T-  (y )  events as a control sample. Systematic errors 
on efficiencies and accepted background cross sec­
tions are derived by comparing different Monte Carlo 
event generators and Monte Carlo samples simulated 
with different W masses and detector energy scales. A 
total systematic error of 2 0 % on the measured cross 
section is assigned.
3.4. e+e ■£j/£p(y)
Event selection
The event selection for the process e+e~ 
i v i v ( y )  requires two leptons and missing energy 
due to the neutrinos. Low-multiplicity leptonic final 
states are selected by requiring between one and six 
tracks in the central tracking chamber and less than 
15 calorimetric clusters. The visible energy of the 
event is required to be larger than 2 % and smaller 
than 80% of y/s.
Charged leptons are identified inside the polar angu­
lar range of | cos 6 \ <  0.92. For electrons and muons, 
the lepton identification as described above is applied. 
For muons not reconstructed in the muon chambers, 
their minimum-ionising-particle (M IP) signature in 
the calorimeters is used for identification. Final states 
from hadronic tau decays are identified as geometri­
cal jets which are reconstructed based on a clustering 
inside a cone of 30 degrees half-opening angle. At 
least one identified electron or muon with an energy 
between 20 GeV and 70 GeV is required. The selec­
tion criteria depend on whether one or two electrons 
or muons are identified, referred to in the following as 
lepton-jet and lepton-lepton class.
In the lepton-lepton class, the energy of the second 
lepton must be larger than 8 GeV and smaller than 
70 GeV. In order to reject £+£~ (y )  events, the acopla- 
narity between the two leptons is required to be larger 
than eight degrees. Exactly two tracks must be recon­
structed in the central tracking chamber. The trans­
verse energy imbalance must be at least 8 GeV and 
larger than 10% of the visible energy. In order to reject 
radiative £+£ ~ ( y )  events where the photon escapes 
along the beam pipe, the polar angle of the missing 
momentum vector must neither point to the beam axis, 
cos 0miss| <  0.96, nor to the gap between the barrel 
and endcap electromagnetic calorimeter. The calori­
metric energy not associated with the leptons is re­
quired to be less than 10 GeV, and the sum of the en­
ergies of jets with | cos $jet| >  0.95 must be less than 
5 GeV.
In the lepton-jet class, a jet with more than 8 GeV 
energy is required. In order to reject £+£ ~ ( y )  events 
the acoplanarity between the lepton and the jet as well 
as between the lepton and any track in the central 
tracking chamber must be larger than eight degrees. At
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least one track is required to have a momentum larger 
than 2 GeV. The missing transverse energy must ex­
ceed 20% of the visible energy. Since for muons iden­
tified by their MIP signature the momentum resolu­
tion is worse, the missing energy vector is required to 
point at least 23 degrees in polar angle away from the 
MIP muon. Events containing photons with an energy 
o f  more than 10 GeV are rejected.
The distributions of the acoplanarity between the 
two charged leptons and of the energy of the identified 
electron or muon with highest energy are shown in
Fig. 5.
Cross section
The above selection cuts select two events in the 
data, one electron-muon event in the lepton-lepton 
class, and one muon-tau event in the lepton-jet class. 
The combined selection efficiencies and the back­
ground contributions are listed in Table 1. The signal 
efficiency is determined within the following cuts: 
cos#| <  0.96 for both charged leptons, with ener­
gies larger than 15 GeV and 5 GeV. The accepted 
background cross section is dominated by e+e ~ (y )  
and fj,+¡x~(y)  events.
The dominant systematic error on the signal cross 
section arises from the uncertainty of 6 fb in the ac­
cepted £+£~ ( y )  background cross section due to finite 
Monte Carlo statistics. Systematic errors on the lepton 
identification are derived from a comparison of data
versus Monte Carlo using e+e £+£ (y )  events
as a control sample. Systematic errors on efficiencies 
and accepted background cross sections are derived 
by comparing different Monte Carlo event generators 
and Monte Carlo samples simulated with different W 
masses and detector energy scales. A total systematic 
error o f 5% on the measured cross section is assigned.
3.5. e+e w?(r)
Event selection
The event selection for the process e+e~ —> 
qqqq(y)  requires a four-jet signature, with kinematics 
compatible with a WW intermediate state. The main 
background arises from the process e+e -  — > q q { y ), 
which can lead to multi-jet final states through gluon 
radiation and jet reconstruction and has a total cross 
section about two orders of magnitude larger than the 
expected signal.
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Events with high multiplicity and no missing en­
ergy are selected by requiring at least five tracks in 
the central tracking chamber, at least 30 calorimetric 
clusters and a visible energy larger than 0 .6 5 y/s. Re­
quiring the longitudinal energy imbalance normalised 
to the visible energy to be smaller than 0.25 and re­
jecting events which contain an electromagnetic clus-
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ter with an energy of more than 30 GeV suppresses 
q q ( y )  events with hard initial-state radiation.
Selected events are clustered with a variable jet- 
resolution parameter such that four jets are formed. 
The jet resolution parameter at which the event 
changes from a four-jet to a three-jet topology, K34, 
must be larger than 0.0025, selecting events with 
four well separated jets. The determination of the jet 
energies and angles is improved by a kinematic fit 
imposing four-momentum conservation. This selec-
tion accepts 88.4% of the W W qqqq(y )  signal
while reducing the dominating q q( y )  background by 
a factor of 21. A total o f  80 events pass this selection.
Two pairs of jets are formed, corresponding to the 
two W  bosons. The chosen jet-jet pairing maximizes 
the sum of the two jet-jet invariant masses, which 
yields the correct assignment for about 80% of the se­
lected W W  —► qqqq(y )  events.
Because of the very high qq{y)  background and the 
similar topology of four-jet events arising in WW and 
qq production, a neural network is used to improve 
their separation. A three-layer feed-forward neural net­
work [2 0 ] with twelve input nodes, one hidden layer 
with 15 nodes, and one output node is trained on sig­
nal and background Monte Carlo such that the output 
peaks at 1 for the signal, and at 0  for the background. 
The twelve input variables consist o f  event shape vari­
ables sensitive to the general four-jet topology (>34, 
sphericity, minimal and maximal jet energy, minimal 
cluster multiplicity of the four j e t s ) , to the signal kine­
matics (sum and difference of the two W masses and 
W velocities, maximal acollinearity between jets be­
longing to the same W ) , and to the background topol­
ogy (minimal angle between jets, minimal mass of jets 
when the event is reconstructed as a two-jet event).
The distributions o f the jet resolution parameter ¥34 
and of the sum of the two jet-jet masses are shown in 
Fig. 6 . The distribution o f the neural-network output is 
shown in Fig. 7. All selection cuts have been applied. 
An alternative analysis not based on a neural network 
yields compatible but less precise results.
Cross section 
The output of the neural network for data events is 
fitted by a linear combination of neural-network output 
distributions derived from Monte Carlo simulations 
for signal and background. A maximum-likelihood
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lit [21 ] is used to determine the fraction of qqqq(y )  
signal events in the total sample o f selected events. The 
cross sections of all background processes other than 
q q ( y ) ,  corresponding to 2.3 events of the selected 80 
events, are fixed to their Standard-Model expectations. 
This allows a determination of the fraction of qq(y )  
events in the accepted sample.
Taking selection efficiencies and luminosity into 
account, the result of the fit corresponds to a signal 
cross section of 0.98io.4o pb an^ a q q( y )  cross see-
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Table 2
Total luminosity used in the analyses, £ ,  number of selected data events, /V(]aiu, number of expected non-W background events, /V^, and 
cross sections for the reactions e+e "  —► q q z v ( y ) ,  e+e~ —* qqfu' (y) ,  e+e~  —> q q r v { y ) ,  e +e —+ l v t u ( y )  and e ^ e  —* q q q q ( y ) .  
For the q q tv  and fvf.v signal, the cross sections within the cuts described in Sections 3.1 and 3.4, ¿/(cuts), are given in addition lo 
the CC03 cross sections, ¿r(CC03). For the qqqq  final state, the number of events is calculated using luminosity, signal efficiency, and 
signal cross section as derived in the fit described in Section 3.5. Also shown are the CC03 branching fractions, rsM, and the CC03 cross 
sections, </sm> as expected within the Standard Model. They are calculated using Standard-Model W-decay branching tractions | 3 |  and 
the GENTLE [25] program for a W mass of 80.33 GeV |5 J .  The errors are statistical only.
Process
e+e
e+e~
e+e ”
e +e “
e+e
C d^ala
pb
(r(c uts)
I pb |
¿x(CC03)
I pb |
q q w ( y ) 10.2 4 0.16
qqfxv(y) 10.9 4 0.18
qqTv(y ) 10.2 3 1.61
l v t v ( y ) 9.6 2 0.39
w w i y ) 10.2 8.9 --------
0.49 +0.30
- 0.22 0.62
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Fig. 7. Distribution of the output o f the neural network used in the 
analysis o f e+ e~  —*■ qqqq(y)  events, comparing the data to the 
signal and background Monte Carlo. All selection cuts are applied.
tion of 142^,3 pb where the errors are statistical. The 
measured qq{y)  cross section is in good agreement 
with both our dedicated measurements of fermion- 
pair cross sections and with the Standard Model 
value [19].
The largest systematic error arises from differences 
between data and Monte Carlo distributions for the 
neural-network input variables. Decreasing these dif­
ferences by a reweighting procedure changes the sig­
nal cross section by 4%, which is taken as a system­
atic error. This error is dominated by the effect of 
reweighting qq(y )  Monte Carlo events as a function
of ?34 derived from a comparison of data versus Monte 
Carlo at 91 GeV centre-of-mass energy. Systematic er­
rors due to the variation of the W mass used in the 
Monte Carlo simulations and different detector energy 
scales are estimated to be less than 3%. The effect of 
an imperfect simulation of cluster multiplicities is es­
timated to be less than 2%. A total systematic error of 
5% on the measured cross section is assigned.
4. Results
Signal cross sections 
The cross sections, 07 , of the signal processes / 
are determined simultaneously in one maximum- 
likelihood fit. The total likelihood is given by the 
product of Poissonian probabilities, P  ( jV/, , corre­
sponding to the signal processes i having /V/ selected 
events (Table 2 ). The expected number o f events for 
process i, jul/ ,  is calculated as:
( i )
where £// is the efficiency of selection i to acccpt
events from process j \  0 7 s is the remaining back­
ground cross section arising from other processes, and 
is the luminosity used in the analysis of process i. 
These numbers are listed in Tables 1 and 2. For the 
e+e ” — > q q q q ( y )  process, the Poissonian probabil­
ity is replaced by the likelihood as a function of the
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signal cross section derived from the fit described in 
Section 3.5. Statistical errors corresponding to a 6 8 % 
confidence level interval are determined by a change 
of 0.5 in the logarithm of the total likelihood. The 
resulting cross sections and their statistical errors as 
given by the fit are listed in Table 2.
For the q q z v { y )  and £v£v{y)  final state the mea­
sured cross sections contain significant contributions 
from processes not mediated by resonant W-pair pro­
duction. In order to determine W-pair cross sections 
also for these final states the measured cross sections 
are scaled by a multiplicative factor, These conver­
sion factors are given by the ratio o f the total CC03 
cross section and the four-fermion cross section within 
cuts, and are calculated within the Standard Model 
using the EXCALIBUR [14] event generator. They 
are determined to be 1.27 for q q e v ( y )  and 0.92 for 
i v t v ( y ) ,  where the dependence of the ƒ/ on M\y is 
negligible. These cross sections for the qqev (y )  and 
t v t v { y )  final states are also listed in Table 2 .
W-pair cross section and W-decay branching fractions 
For the determination of the total CC03 production 
cross section of W-pairs, <rww, the ansatz described 
above is modified. The channel cross sections <X\ are 
replaced by the product r,<rww or /'iff'ww/// f° r the 
q q t v { y )  and £v£v{y)  final states. The ratio r,- is the 
ratio between the CC03 cross section for process i 
and o*ww- They are given in terms of the W-decay 
branching fractions, B ( W  
as follows: r
*- '  -i * f  -  r n ” *
w )\2
m<, = [B(w
i v ) ,  and rMv  = [I
qq)  and B (W
qq)Ÿ, = 2 B ( W  
-  B (W
£v)s
q q ) B (  W
where the sum of the hadronic and the three leptonic 
branching fractions is constrained to be unity.
The total W-pair cross section and the W-decay 
branching fractions as determined from fits to the data 
are listed in Table 3. They are determined both with 
and without the assumption of charged-current lep- 
ton universality in W  decays. The W-decay branch­
ing fractions obtained for the individual leptons are 
in agreement with each other. This is the first direct 
determination of the branching fraction of the W to 
hadrons. In order to obtain an improved determina­
tion of <rww* the W-decay branching fractions from 
the Standard Model are imposed, which are calculated
Table 3
W-decay branching fractions, B , and total W-pair cross section, 
ctww » derived with and without the assumption of charged-current 
lepton universality. In the bottom part o f  the table, the measured 
total W-pair cross section imposing Standard-Modej W-decay 
branching fractions is given. The errors are statistical only. Also 
shown are the W-dccay branching fractions 131 and the total W- 
pair cross section as expected in the Standard Model. The latter 
is calculated for M\v = 80.33 GeV [ 5 ] using the GENTLE 12 5 1 
program.
Parameter Lepton
Non-Universality Universality
Standard
Model
B(  W 
B{  W 
j5( W 
B{  W 
B{  W
t v )  l%\
jllv) \%\
T V )  [ %1
f.v) \ %]
m) W
1S-  8 
16+1(>
6+12 - i l
ój-HO
° - l l
'Avw I pbl — 0.74
n+ *
-  3 
601Ü
- 0.72
10.8
67.5
3.85
Parameter Using SM W-decay 
branching fractions
rj-ww Ipb] 2.89 + 0.81
- 0.70
Standard
Model
3.85
pairs at y/s = 161.34 ± 0 .0 6  GeV [22] is:
oww = 2 .89 lo  70 (stat.) ±  0.14 (syst.) p b , (2)
where the first error is statistical and the sec­
ond systematic. This value for ¿rww agrees well 
with other recent measurements of crww at y/s  =
161 GeV [23,24].
W mass
Within the Standard Model the measured cross sec­
tions, er,-, depend on y/s and the mass of the W boson, 
Mw- In order to determine a value for M\y, the cross- 
section fit to the data is repeated with the cross sections 
o'i of Eq. (1) replaced by the functions cr^y/s ,  M w ), 
leaving Mw as the only free parameter. Using the 
Standard-Model calculations of cri(y/s,  Mw) as im­
plemented in GENTLE [25] (CC03) and EXCAL­
IBUR [ 14] ( q q t v ( y )  and £v£v{y)  final states), Mw 
is found to be:
M w = 8 O.8Oto .42 (exp.) ±  0.03 (LEP) GeV .
including QCD and mass corrections [3] (Table 3). The same result for Mw is obtained using only the total 
The result for the total production cross section of W- W-pair cross section of Eq. (2 ) ,  as shown in Fig. 8 .
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f f f f i y )  as a function of the anomalous triple-vector-boson cou­
plings 8z  and The horizontal band shows the cross-section 
measurement with its total error, com bining statistical and sys­
tematic error in quadrature. The dashed and dotted curves show 
the expectations for a ( 5z )  and <t(oiw <i>)- They are calculated for 
Mw = 80.33 GeV [ 5 ] using the G EN TLE [25 ] program.
The second error on Mw arises from the uncertainty 
in the calibration of the LEP beam energy [22]. The 
error due to the experimental uncertainty of the total 
W-boson width [26] is negligible. This value for Mw 
agrees well with our indirect determination of Mw 
from measurements at the Zresonance [ 18], and with 
recent measurements of Mw atpp  colliders [5,27] and 
at LEP [23,24].
Triple-vector-boson couplings
Alternatively, when the W mass is known, the to­
tal cross section can be interpreted in terms of triple- 
vector-boson couplings [28,29]. In particular, it is in­
teresting to test if the coupling between the Z and a 
pair of W bosons exists [30]. In general, anomalous 
contributions to W-pair production are parametrised 
in terms of seven complex triple-vector-boson cou­
plings, too many to be measured with the limited data 
collected at threshold. Therefore scenarios are consid­
ered where a single parameter describes a possible de­
viation from the couplings predicted by the Standard 
Model.
Neglecting the contributions of dimension-six op­
erators, assuming that all electromagnetic properties 
of the W boson are standard and that a SU (2) sym­
metry is respected leaves a single parameter, 8 z  [30], 
This parameter describes the deviation o f the ZW W  
coupling, gzww> from its Standard Model value of 
cot#w = 1.9, where 6*w is the electroweak mixing an­
gle. Our result is:
$z = gzww ~  cot#w
= ” 0,1 ±  1.9 ( 6 8 % CL)
= -0 .1  ± 3 .2  (95% C L ) ,
as shown in Fig. 9. Thus our cross section is in good 
agreement with the Standard Model predictions for the 
triple-vector-boson couplings and our data favour the 
existence of the ZWW vertex at about 6 8 % confidence 
level. In an alternative scenario [29 ] , where more than 
one anomalous coupling is introduced, but depending 
on a single parameter, one finds:
orw* = 0 .0  ± 0 .8  ( 6 8 % CL)
= 0.0 ± 1 . 4  (95% CL) ,
as also shown in Fig. 9. This value for £*wci> agrees 
well with other recent measurements o f  aw<i> at
LEP [31,24].
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In order to derive these results with a maximum 
likelihood fit, the GENTLE [25] program is used to 
calculate the prediction for the total cross sections 
as a function of the anomalous coupling, using Stan­
dard Model W-decay branching fractions and the cur­
rent world-average value and error for the W mass, 
80.33 db 0.15 GeV [ 5 ] . The errors quoted above in­
clude the contributions due to the error on the world- 
average value of the W  mass and the systematic errors 
of the cross section measurements. In both scenarios 
good agreement with the Standard Model expectation 
of 8z  = ex.wa> = 0 is observed. Limits on other anoma­
lous triple-vector-boson couplings are also obtained 
from measurements at pp colliders [32].
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